
Book Interview with Ms. Boch 

What book is currently on your nightstand? 

Bound to the Fire: How Virginia's Enslaved Cooks Helped Invent American Cuisine by Kelley 
Fanto Deetz. 

When and where do you most enjoy reading? 

Anywhere all of the time. 

What was the last truly great book you read? 

An Irish Country Doctor by Patrick Taylor. 

Are you a fiction or a nonfiction person? If fiction, do you have a favorite literary genre 

(or what types of nonfiction do you enjoy)? 

For fiction, I enjoy books that end happily. For nonfiction, I enjoy history that is written 
like a story.  

Do you have a favorite YA or classic book? 

My favorite classic book is The Inheritance by Louisa May Alcott. 

Paper or e-book? Are you a note-taker? Favorite snack while you read? 

Paper all of the way! I only take notes when I am reading nonfiction for a specific purpose. 

What book most influenced you or made the greatest impact in your life? 

The Little House on the Prairie series by Laura Ingalls Wilder is what inspired my love of 
history.  

Favorite childhood book or one you wish every child would read? Or perhaps a favorite 

character or hero? 

My favorite character is Elizabeth Bennet from Pride and Prejudice.  



What book did you find disappointing or way overrated? You know you were 

"supposed" to love it/appreciate it, but bleh, you didn't. 

I did not enjoy Sense and Sensibility, all of the drama was too much for me.  

If you could meet one writer, dead or alive, who would it be? What would you ask? Have 

you ever written to an author? 

One writer I would love to meet is Louisa May Alcott.  

What do you plan to read as your next quarantine book? 

Next on my to read list is Memory and Identity: The Huguenots in France and the Atlantic 
Diaspora. 

 

 

 

 
 


